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BLANCO LEXA

®

- new SILGRANIT sink collection

Gentle shapes deliver modern function for larger
kitchens.
TORONTO, Jan. 21, 2016 – Ambitious home chefs with supersized kitchens demand fixtures
that work as hard as they do. That is why the BLANCO LEXA™ features over-sized width,
equal-size, double sink bowls and an integrated drainboard.

The smart design can accommodate sink cabinet bases with popular 33-inch widths and
higher, allows for a topmount or undermount installation, and offers a reversible setting for the
drainboard position.
®

Made of the beautiful, durable SILGRANIT material — with its exceptional resistance to heat,
stains, scratches, impact and acids — the gently-shaped BLANCO LEXA™ collection comes
in five non-fading colours: White, Metallic Gray, Cinder, Café and Anthracite. BLANCO
LEXA™ sinks can also be matched with a variety of BLANCO kitchen faucets offered both in
popular Stainless Finish and Chrome assortment, and in a large selection of SILGRANIT

®

colour-match and dual finish faucets.

About BLANCO

Family-owned since 1925, BLANCO has consistently elevated the standards for luxury sinks,
faucets and decorative accessories. Its history begins with a team of 30 loyal employees
producing copper galvanized parts in Oberderdingen, Germany. In 2014, BLANCO made its
th

50-millionth sink, and in 2015 marked its 90 anniversary worldwide. Proud of its European
heritage and award-winning German engineering, BLANCO is recognized globally for the
design leadership, attention to detail and superior craftsmanship found in its handcrafted
®

®

STEELART sinks, in the natural warmth and beauty of SILGRANIT , and in the elegant
artistry of BLANCO kitchen faucets.
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For more information, contact:

Edyta Drutis
Senior Marketing Manager, BLANCO Canada
T: 905-494-2415, C: 647-824-9611 , edrutis@blancocanada.com
blancocanada.com ,

Sink: BLANCO LEXATM in White | Faucet: BLANCO ALTATM in Chrome / White
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